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It Takes a Vaillage
to Save Lions

NLP staff carrying Fatima with deep caring and respect
after she passed away.

I

n Mozambique’s Niassa Reserve, the fate of lions is profoundly linked to
the lives of the local people. That’s why the team at Niassa Lion Project
(NLP) often say, “our work is as much about people as it is about lions.”

Villagers in Niassa lacking a livable income frequently turn to the forest for
food. They set wire snares to trap bushmeat, but often catch lions instead.
Bushmeat snares are now the single biggest threat to lions in Niassa, and
despite NLP’s significant progress in removing them, the problem persists.
Recently, NLP’s staff was heartbroken as one of their best known lions, a
10-year-old female called Fatima, snagged her leg in a hunter’s snare. The
hunter discovered her and thinking he could profit from her skin, claws,
and bones, attempted to kill Fatima with a spear. Determined and powerful, she broke free, but the spear had already pierced her lung. Though
eventually found by NLP staff who did everything possible to save her,
Fatima died.

Devastated by the loss, NLP immediately called a meeting with nearby
villages. With few exceptions, the majority of NLP’s staff came from
these same villages, so they were facing their elders, neighbors, friends,
and families. With conviction, they urged the community to accept their
responsibility for the snare and encouraged them to work with NLP to
end the problem. NLP’s programs are astutely designed to address the
hunger and poverty that drive locals to hunt for bushmeat by providing
them with alternative sources of protein and offering viable opportunities
to generate income. Though resistant at first, the elders for the first time
in 15 years apologized to NLP for the loss of a lion. It was an apology
given not only in words but in action as the elders then allocated their
community funds to hire six scouts to remove other snares from around
their village. Fatima’s tragic death has been turned into an opportunity
to improve the lives of people, and thus safeguard the beautiful lions
of Niassa.

The Resiliency of
Saiga Antelopes
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This year’s birth of hundreds
of baby saigas has brought a
new sense of hope...

L

ike something out of the Twilight Zone, in just a few weeks, more
than half of all saiga antelopes left on this planet died from a
bacterial disease. This was in the spring of 2015 and the timing
couldn’t have been worse; spring is calving season, so the female
saigas were at their most vulnerable from giving birth and their
immune systems were compromised. Thousands of saigas—primarily
females and infants—died in an unprecedented event that still has
scientists perplexed.
But that was 2015, and a lot can happen in a year. Saigas are tough; they
are fast breeders, and if given the chance, they can repopulate relatively
quickly. Thankfully, this is exactly what our partners at Saiga Conservation
Alliance (SCA) are reporting. Local and international conservationists,
including SCA and their partners, responded to the initial crisis quickly,
helping to figure out the cause of the bacterial epidemic and ardently
protecting the remaining saiga from other threats, such as poaching.
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Every year, scientists from SCA’s partner, the Association for the
Conservation of Biodiversity in Kazakhstan, go to the vast, treeless steppe
where herds of saigas have gathered and conduct a population count.
This year, the count showed promising improvement; the population
affected by the disease seems to be on the road to recovery. Normal
calving this spring has delivered a slew of saiga newborns which SCA
expects to produce up to a 30 percent increase in the affected population,
if all continues to go well. Saiga populations
are still critically low, but the disease
that so devastated them last year has
thankfully not returned. This year’s
birth of hundreds of baby saigas
has brought a new sense of hope
amongst everyone at SCA who
are optimistic that the resilient
saiga antelopes will continue
to recover.
We extend a special thanks
to our donors who responded
with fast financial support at
the time the disease broke out.

Botswana: A Critical Stronghold
for Cheetahs
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heetahs once roamed vast expanses of Africa and Asia, from South
Africa all the way to India. Today we find cheetahs in just a fraction of
that territory, occupying a mere 23 percent of their historic range. Only
7,000 individuals remain in the world today—that’s half the global population of cheetahs in just a few decades. There is no arguing the evidence,
these charismatic, powerful felines are in trouble. Despite this reality, there
are pockets of cheetah populations doing remarkably well. These areas
are showing us that it is still possible to live in a world where cheetahs
exist in strong numbers.
Against the odds, Namibia and Botswana have maintained stable, healthy
cheetah populations. In Botswana, an estimated 2,000 cheetahs live in
its savannahs and shrublands. Rebecca Klein, co-founder of Cheetah
Conservation Botswana (CCB), attributes this to Botswana’s healthy
balance of bountiful wildlife populations, including plenty of cheetah prey,
and low human populations. Botswana’s parks and reserves make up
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In the 1900s, there were
approximately 100,000
cheetahs roaming the
wild. Today cheetahs
occupy just a fraction
of that territory.

21 percent of the country, and 24 percent has been designated as Wildlife
Management Areas—meaning huge swaths of land are dedicated to conservation efforts.
This demonstrates not only the government’s commitment to conserving
Botswana’s wildlife and habitat, but is also a testament to the local communities’ increasing acceptance of wildlife as a natural treasure. CCB has
been working for years to build peaceful coexistence between Botswana’s
local communities and the surrounding wildlife—teaching children the
importance of conservation and reducing conflict between local farmers
and cheetahs. Although there is still much work to be done, conservation
efforts in Botswana, along with CCB’s contributions to securing a future
for cheetahs, are paying off. We hope others will be inspired by these
accomplishments in Botswana, so together we can bring about a better
future for this iconic species.
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WCN protects endangered
species and preserves their
natural habitats by supporting
entrepreneurial conservationists
who pursue innovative strategies
for people and wildlife to
co-exist and thrive.

Invest In Wildlife Conservation
We greatly appreciate your dedication
to protecting wildlife. Your kind support is vital to our Partners’ heroic and
enduring work in conservation.

WAYS TO GIVE
Donate by mail, phone, fax or online
Become a monthly donor
Give a gift on behalf of someone else
Include WCN in your estate plans
Donate stock or other securities
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